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Urbanworld Film Festival



‘Shine’ director Anthony Nardolillo (L) and producer
Sandra Varona win the Best Feature Film Audience Award 

at the 21st Annual Urbanworld Film Festival Awards 
Ceremony Brunch at AMC Empire 25 theater 

on September 24, 2017 in New York City.



REVIEWS



I think “Shine” is a wonderful piece of art. All Latinos who live in this country
need to see this movie. We need to see how el Barrio has been one of the
places that actually represent our culture and we need the world to see our
legacy in music. I will give 5 stars to this movie.

Gustavo Reyes, Entertainment Editor



“The spirit and atmosphere of East Harlem 
radiates in each scene, especially when 
the characters express passion for their 
Latin culture through music and dance.”

- Kiko Martinez, Film Critic

‘Must-see Latino Movies at Urbanworld Film 
Festival’
-Manuel Betancourt, Movie Reviews

FILM FEATURE

Filmmaker Anthony 
Nardolillo Makes Spanish 
Harlem
Come to Life in ‘Shine’



From start to finish I thoroughly enjoyed Shine ! As a Latino growing up in 
NYC I was transported on a trip down memory lane, one that I did not want 
to see end. Music from revered artists represented the fabric of Shine; it’s a 
major connector in Shine and in life. As someone who loves salsa dancing, 
the dancing was a major highlight for me as the passion from the dancers 
brought out the energy that existed in Spanish Harlem. Shine shows us that 
life isn’t easy and sometimes it’s our culture and upbringing that brings us 
back together. Anthony Nardolillo’s film is beautifully directed and heart 
warming on many levels.

— Ebby Antigua, Creative and Style Director LATINA MAGAZINE



A film that simultaneously highlights the brutality of gentrification and the 
hope and heart of a people. Here's hoping that art truly imitates life.

—Malik Rashawn, Writer and Hip-Hop artist   



‘Shine’ is outstanding! Director, Anthony Nordolillo has found the right recipe to 
project Latin culture, New York culture and human culture through cinema.

—Pablo Barrera, Producer



This movie has been medicine for the soul of our community. 
—Rebecca Gitana Torres, Lifestyle Remix TV producer and Puerto Rican Activist



The Movie ‘SHINE’ was authentic, impactful, educational, and 
cultural. It was heartfelt, soul food for our Latin community. 
Congratulations to Tony and the entire cast. 

—Liza Rios, Wife of the late rapper, Big pun







NEW YORK PRESS TOUR

• Internationally syndicated broadcast 

• Regional East Coast Digital and Print











SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT



Over 500 Requests for Screenings 
from around the world 

Last 72 Hours



SHINING ON OTHERS


